Lucid is both a programming language and a formal system for proving properties of Lucid programs. The programming language is unconventional in many ways, although programs are readily understood as using assignment statements and loops in a "structured" fashion. Semantically, an assignment statement is really an equation between "histories", and a whole program is simply an unordered set of such equations.
Introduction
Lucid is both a language in which programs can be written, and a formal system for proving properties of such programs. These properties are also expressed in Lucid. This is possible because a Lucid program is itself simply an unordered set of assertions, or axioms, from which other assertions may be derived by fairly conventional mathematical reasoning. The statements in Lucid programs are special cases of Lucid terms.
In this paper we present the formal basis for Lucid, giving its semantics and justifying various axioms and rules of inference that are used in Lucid proofs. An informal introduction to Lucid can be found in [2] , together with a discussion of implementation considerations. This paper will be rather formal, with motivating explanations and examples confined mainly to this introduction.
The language considered here might be called Basic Lucid, since it does not include features like arrays and defined functions. Such extensions are considered in [2] .
The main idea in Lucid is that programs should be "denotational" and "referentially transparent", even when they contain assignment statements. This means that all expressions in a program must mean something, and that two occurrences of the same expression in a program must denote the same "something". Lucid achieves this aim, and yet manages to treat assignment statements as equations. (Thus, if a Lucid program contains the (assignment) statement Y = X + Z, every occurrence of Y in the program can be replaced by X + Z, without changing the meaning of the program.) This is accomplished by considering the program to be talking about the "histories" of the various variables. Semantically, all expressions in programs without nested loops will denote infinite sequences of data objects. Reassignment to a variable must be done by using the special Lucid function next, and the initialization of a variable must also be explicit, by using the function first. Thus the two statements first X = 0, next X = X + 1 define the value, or history, of X to be the infinite sequence 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · . (The numeral 1 denotes 1, 1, 1, 1, · · · , and + works pointwise. The function next drops off the first item of its argument.) Note that these two statements imply the existence of a "loop", and explicit control statements are unnecessary. Also, the order of the two statements is irrelevant. If we also have first Y = 0, next Y = Y + X × X, then this loop also generates a history for Y , namely, 0, 0, 1, 5, 14, · · · . We can get out of the infinite iteration using the Lucid function as soon as: e.g., output = Y as soon as X > 3 gives the variable output the value of Y when X > 3 is first true, i.e., the fifth value, 14. (In fact, output is 14, 14, 14, · · · .) With these three functions it is possible to write programs without nested loops, in a very natural way.
For programs with nested loops we must generalize our notion of "history". Consider the following Lucid program, which determines whether the first integer N on the input stream is a prime number or not.
program Prime N = first input first I = 2 begin first multiple = I + 1 next multiple = multiple + 1 IdivN = multiple eq N as soon as multiple ≥ N end next I = I + 1 output = ¬IdivN as soon as IdivN ∨ I × I ≥ N The program contains one loop within another. The inner loop is delimited by begin and end. Intuitively, the outer loop generates successive values of potential divisors I of N , starting 2, 3, 4, . . . , and, for each value of I, the inner loop generates successive multiples of I, begining with I 2 . The variable IdivN is set true or false depending on whether or not a multiple of I is found which is equal to N . In the outer loop, output is set false or true depending on whether IdivN is ever true or not.
The predicate "eq" is like "=" except that its value is undefined if either of its arguments is undefined (of course undefined = undefined is true).
The program as it stands is not strictly speaking a set of assertions because of the begin and end. Informally, the effect of begin and end is to "freeze" the values of the global variables I, N and IdivN . (The global variables of a loop are all those variables mentioned outside the loop.) The begin and end can be removed by replacing all enclosed occurrences of I, N and IdivN by latest I, latest N and latest IdivN . (The meaning of the function latest will be given later.) Thus the first line of the inner loop becomes first multiple = latest I × latest I. The resulting transformed program Prime is an unordered set of assertions which can be used as axioms from which to derive further assertions.
In practice, it is easier to write programs using the begin-end notation rather than latest and, moreover, we have rules of inference which allow us to carry out proofs of programs in the begin-end notation, without using latest, as follows. We keep track of the loop associated with a program statement or other assertion that we have derived. Informally, an assertion that does not contain any of the special Lucid functions can be moved into loops, and can be moved out of loops if in addition it only refers to global variables of the loop. Moreover, within a loop we can add the assertion X = first X for any global variable X (which states that X is quiescent, i.e., constant for the duration of the loop). When proving things "within a loop" we may only use statements from within the loop (which may have been brought in or have been added as above).
This might be called the technique of "nested proofs". It reduces reasoning about nested loops to reasoning about simple loops. Before we discuss generalized histories we can illustrate this sort of reasoning by deriving from the statements of Prime and the assumption first input > 0 the assertion
Proof. We will assume the only data objects are the integers, true, false and the special object undefined .
The first step is to prove the correctness of the inner loop. We introduce a new variable J by setting first J = I and next J = J + 1 so that between the begin and end we have first J = I next J = J + 1 first multiple = I × I next multiple = multiple + I IdivN = multiple eq N as soon as multiple ≥ N.
Since J does not appear elsewhere in the program, any assertion not involving J which is true for the expanded program is true for the original. With J so defined we can prove
The proof uses the basic Lucid induction rule:
where for any assertion A and set Γ of assertions, Γ |= A means that the truth of A is implied by the truth of every assertion in Γ. If we let P be "multiple = I × J" then
which is true (we used the fact that first I = I inside the inner loop). Now we assume that P is true at some stage; i.e., we assume multiple = I × J. Then,
which is true because of the induction assumption. We can discharge the assumption P , giving P → next P , and so we have proved multiple = I × J by induction. We have also used an axiom which says that first and next "commute" with conventional operations like "+": for any expression A not containing any special Lucid functions and having free variables X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X k we have
where A(X/Q) denotes term A with free variable X replaced by term Q.
Having proved multiple = I × J we can replace any occurrence of multiple in our program by I × J. The program can then be simplified, to give program Prime 1 . To finish the proof of correctness of the inner loop we must determine the value of IdivN . To do this we introduce the function hitherto, defined by
∧ next hitherto P = P ∧ hitherto P.
Using this we can establish by induction that
If we define firstime P to mean P ∧ hitherto ¬P , we can conveniently state an axiom for the function as soon as, and a rule for firstime:
firstime P → first Q, eventually P |= first Q.
The first states that the value of X as soon as P is the value of X when P is true for the first time. The second states that if some property Q holds when P is true for the first time, and Q is quiescent and P does eventually become true, then property Q holds.
Using (2) we can establish
(A proof of this step can be found in [1].) Since (A4) gives us
we can conclude
Since the term on the right-hand side is quiescent, to apply rule (R2) we simply need to prove eventually (I × J ≥ N ). For this we use the following "termination" rule for integers:
To apply (R3) we first prove that integer (N − I × J) and N − I × J > next(N − I × J). This is straightforward (but note that I > 0 must be established by induction in the outer loop, and then brought into the inner loop). Now, applying the as soon as rule (R2), we get
Assertion (4) contains no Lucid functions and all its free variables are globals, and so it may be taken outside the inner loop. We now discard the inner loop yielding "program" Prime 2 :
and as before Prime 2 |= A implies Prime |= A for any assertion A. Actually Prime 2 is no longer a program but rather a hybrid object halfway between a program and statement of correctness.
Note that IdivN is always either true or false (it could be undefined if N were undefined , but we know N > 0). Now to finish the proof that
we must first show that
The proof of this is similar to the proof of (3), provided we first prove that
This requires a straightforward induction proof, making extensive use of properties of integers, and the property N > 0.
Since IdivN is always either true or false, to establish the second premise for the as soon as rule, namely, eventually (IdivN ∨I ×J ≥ N ), it is sufficient to show that eventually (I ×I ≥ N ). This follows from the termination rule (R3).
So finally, we can eliminate all the variables except output leaving "program" Prime 3 :
Thus output is not undefined , and so program Prime terminates with the correct result.
This sample proof shows that it is possible to reason about programs knowing very little of the formal semantics, in particular knowing very little about the semantics of nested loops. But we must give a semantics for nested loops to justify the nested-proof style of reasoning.
In the program Prime, the history of I can be thought of as 2, 3, 4, · · · , but the history of multiple must be 4, 6, 8, · · · , 9, 12, 15, · · · , 16, 20, 24, · · · , · · · , i.e., a two-dimensional infinite sequence. A one-dimensional infinite sequence can be considered as a function from the natural numbers N (including zero) to data elements, and, similarly, a two-dimensional sequence is a function from N × N to data elements. If we write I n instead of I(n), we see that I n = n + 2. For two dimensions, we adopt the convention that the first subscript is the more rapidly varying time parameter, the number of iterations of the inner loop. Thus multiple nm = (m + 2)(m + n + 2). The Lucid functions (except latest) act on the first time parameter, e.g., (first multiple) nm = multiple 0m .
To make this work we need to do two things. Firstly, we get rid of the begin-end notation as indicated previously, by introducing the function latest which increases the number of time dimensions, e.g., (latest I) nm = I m . (Note that latest I is quiescent.) Secondly, we unify the treatment of variables at different levels of loop nesting by considering all histories as depending on an infinite number of time parameters (only a finite number of which will usually be necessary for each variable).
Thus, in the rest of this paper we consider Lucid programs that use latest instead of begin-end, and the semantics of Lucid is given in terms of functions of infinite sequences of time parameters.
As a formal system Lucid is similar, in some respects, to first-order logic. On the other hand, Lucid can be viewed as a tense logic, a branch of modal logic which formalizes certain kinds of reasoning about time. (The suitability of modal logic for proofs about programs has already been recognised by Burstall [3] .) In Lucid a term, such as X > Y , need not be simply true or false. It can be true at some "times" and false at others (and even undefined at others). As we have seen, semantically, the value of X > Y depends on various time parameters because the values of the variables X and Y themselves depend on time parameters. As a result of this, certain properties of first-order logic, such as the deduction theorem, fail to hold for Lucid, except in special circumstances.
Lucid also differs from first-order logic in that we wish to allow programs to compute truth values, and therefore we have to allow an "undefined" truth value, for subprograms which do not terminate. (Since we have this undefined truth value, we can abolish the distinction between terms and formulas, logical connectives applied to non-truth-values acting as they would for the undefined value. This uniform treatment is not essential however-it merely simplifies the formal treatment.) The formal system must be able to deal with "undefined" within the logic. This means, for example, that the law of the excluded middle does not hold.
Nevertheless, the rules of inference for Lucid are almost identical to those for first-order logic. Sections 2 to 4 of the paper are devoted to setting up the interpretations on which the semantics is based. Then in §5 we define the class of sets of terms that are Lucid programs. We show that every program has a unique minimal solution, or "meaning". In the rest of the paper we discuss a formal system for proving properties of programs, justifying the sort of reasoning used in the proofs given in the Introduction. In particular, in §8 we justify the "nested-proof" technique for proving things about programs with nested loops.
Formalism
The meanings of programs will be based on "computation structures", which in turn are defined in terms of simple structures. We first define a general notion of structure, and build on this in later sections.
Syntax
A Lucid alphabet Σ is a set containing the symbols U , ∃ and, for each natural number n, any number of n-ary operation symbols, including, for n = 0, the nullary operation symbol T .
We also have at our disposal a set of variables, e.g., X, Y , Z.
The set of Σ-terms is defined as follows:
1. every variable is a Σ-term; 2. if G is an n-ary operation symbol in Σ and A 1 , . . . , A n are Σ-terms, then G(A 1 , . . . , A n ) is a Σ-term;
3. if V is variable and A is a Σ-term, then ∃V A is a Σ-term.
Semantics
If Σ is an alphabet, then a Σ-structure S is a function which assigns to each symbol σ in Σ a "meaning" σ s in such a way that U S is a set, ∃ S is a function from subsets of U S to elements of U S and, if G is an n-ary operation symbol, G S is an n-ary operation on U S . An S-interpretation I extends S to assign to each variable V an element V I of U S . If I is an S-interpretation, V is a variable and α is an element of U S , then I(V /α) denotes the S-interpretation differing from I only in that it assigns α to V .
If A is a Σ-term, S a Σ-structure and I an S-interpretation then we define an element |A| I of U S (the "meaning" of A) as follows:
1. for variable V , |V | I is V I , 2. for Σ-terms A 1 , A 2 , · · · , A n and n-ary operation symbol G of Σ,
We say: |= I A (I satisfies A or A is valid in I) iff |A| I = T S ; if Γ is a set of terms, then |= I Γ iff |= I B for each B in Γ; Γ |= S A iff |= I Γ implies |= I A for all S-interpretations I.
Basic results
Even in general structures we can establish several useful properties.
Substitution
An occurrence of a variable V in a Σ-term A is bound if and only if the occurrence is in a sub-term of A of the form ∃V B; otherwise the occurrence is free. If A and Q are Σ-terms and V is a variable, then A(V /Q) is the term formed by replacing all free occurrences of V in A by Q. In this situation V is said to be free for Q in A iff this substitution does not result in a free variable in Q becoming bound in A(V /Q), i.e., iff V does not occur free in A in a sub-term of the form ∃W B for some variable W occurring free in Q.
Lemma 1. For Σ-structure S, S-interpretation I, Σ-terms A and Q and variable V , if V is free for Q in A, then
Proof. The proof of the analogous result for first-order logic carries over directly.
Power structures
One way of building structures out of simpler structures is by a generalized Cartesian product.
For any Σ-structure S and any set X, S X is the unique Σ-structure C such that 1. U C is the set of all functions from X to U S . If x ∈ X and α ∈ U C , we will write α x instead of α(x).
2. If G is an operation symbol in Σ and α, β, · · · ∈ U C and x ∈ X, then (
Thus S X carries over the operations and quantifiers of S by making them "pointwise" on the elements of U C . Thus all nullary operation symbols are assigned constant functions. In particular, T C is the constant function on X with value T S .
For S X -interpretation I and x ∈ X, I x denotes the unique S-interpretation which assigns each variable V the value (V I ) x .
The following lemma establishes that every Σ-term acts "pointwise" in S X , even those terms containing quantifiers.
Lemma 2. For any Σ-structure S, S X -interpretation I, Σ-term A and element x ∈ X,
Proof. Let C be the structure S X . The proof proceeds by structural induction on A.
1. If A is a variable the result is immediate.
If
A is G(A 1 , · · · , A n ) for n-ary operation symbol G in Σ, and Σ-terms A 1 , · · · , A n , then
3. If A is ∃V B for some variable V and Σ-term B, then
It follows that S and S X have the same theory:
Corollary 1. For any Σ-structure S, any set X, any Σ-term A and set Γ of Σ-terms,
Proof. Suppose first that Γ |= S A. Let J be a C-interpretation such that |= J Γ. Then for any B in Γ and any x in X, T S = (T C ) x = (|B| J ) x = |B| Jx by Lemma 2. Thus |= Jx Γ and so |= Jx A; hence |A| Jx = T S . Therefore (|A| J ) x = |A| Jx = T S = (T C ) x . Since x was arbitrary, |A| J = T C and so |= J A. Now suppose Γ |= C A. Let J be an S-interpretation such that |= J Γ. Define the Cinterpretation J by setting (V J ) x = V J for each x in X and each variable V , i.e., J x = I for each x. Then, for any B in Γ, (|B| J ) x = |B| Jx = |B| I = T S = (T C ) x for any x in X and so |= J Γ. Therefore, |= J A and, choosing any x in X, T S = (|A| J )x = |A| Jx = |A| I and so |= I A.
Models of computation
We now build up the structures necessary to give meaning to programs. These will be power structures, based on certain elementary structures called standard structures.
We define Spec to be the set of special Lucid function symbols {first, next, as soon as, hitherto, latest, followed by}.
Standard structures
An alphabet Σ is standard if in addition to T and ∃ it contains the nullary operation symbols ⊥ and F , the unary operation symbol ¬, the binary operation symbols ∨ and = and the ternary operation symbol if-then-else, but none of the special Lucid symbols in Spec. (Σ may contain numerals 0, 1, etc., as nullary operation symbols.) A standard structure is a structure S whose alphabet is standard and such that:
1. T S , F S and ⊥ S are true, false and undefined , respectively.
2. ¬ S yields true if its argument is false, false if its argument is true, undefined otherwise.
3. ∨ S yields true if at least one argument is true, false if both are false, undefined otherwise.
4. = S yields true if its arguments are indentical, false otherwise.
5. if-then-else S yields its second argument if its first is true, its third if its first is false, undefined otherwise.
6. For any subset K of U S , ∃ S (K) is true if true ∈ K, false if K = {false}, undefined otherwise.
7. All other operations of S are monotonic, for the ordering on U S defined by x y iff x = y or x = undefined . (Note then that the only nonmonotonic operation is = S .)
Standard structures are our basic domains of data objects and correspond most closely to ordinary first-order structures. Note that if we restrict ¬ S and ∨ S to true, false and undefined , they agree with the corresponding operators in the three-valued logic of Lukasiewicz.
Computation structures
Programs will use the special Lucid functions Spec, and these functions are interpreted over certain types of power structures.
Comp(S ).
If S is a standard Σ-structure, then Comp(S) is the unique (Σ ∪ Spec)-structure C which extends S N N 1 to the larger alphabet as follows:
. (α as soon as C β)t = α st1t2··· if there is a unique s such that β st1t2··· is true and β rt1t2··· is false for all r < s, undefined if no such s exists, 4. hitherto C (α) t is true if α st1t2··· is true for all s < t 0 , false if α st1t2··· is false for some s < t 0 , undefined otherwise,
Note that all other operations are pointwise extensions of the corresponding operations in S. The function latest is used to formalize nested loops. If we have no nested loops, a simpler structure suffices.
Loop(S ).
If Σ and S are as above and Σ is the alphabet of Comp(S), omitting latest, then Loop(S) is the unique Σ -structure C which extends S N to Σ in such a way that first C , next C , etc., are defined as for Comp(S), but with t 1 t 2 · · · omitted. For example, first C (α) t0 = α 0 and next C (α) t0 = α t0+1 .
The usefulness of Loop(S) lies in the fact that Loop(S) is easier to understand and Loop(S) and Comp(S) have the same theory for terms not involving latest:
Theorem 1. For any standard structure S and any term A and set of terms Γ all in the language of Loop(S),
Proof. Let C be the restriction of Comp(S) to the language of Loop(S). It is easily verified that C is isomorphic to Loop(S) N N and so the result follows from Corollary 1.
Note that if S is a standard structure and C is an extension of S X for some set X, then = C is not the identity relation on C. Nevertheless, |= C A = B iff |A| C and |B| C are identical.
Quiescence and constancy
Let C = Comp(S) and α ∈ U C . Then α is a function from infinite sequences t 0 t 1 t 2 · · · of natural numbers to U S . If α is the value of a variable V , then, intuitively, the value of V depends on the time parameters t 0 t 1 t 2 · · · , where t 0 is the number of iterations of the loop defining V , t 1 is the number of iterations of the next outer loop, and so on. If αt is independent of the first element oft (i.e., α t0t1t2··· = α 0t1t2··· for all t 0 ) then we say that α is quiescent. A term A is quiescent (in C) if |= C A = first A. Note that for terms A and B, first A, latest A and A as soon as B are all quiescent.
If αt is independent oft, then α is said to be constant. Note that G C is constant for any nullary operation symbol G.
In Loop(S) we can use the same definitions, but then there is no difference between quiescence and constancy.
Programs
We impose minimal syntactic restrictions on programs, to simplify the formal treatment. In practice, other restrictions would probably be required.
Syntax
A Σ-program is a set of (Σ ∪ Spec)-terms such that 1. Each element of P is an equation of the form φ = ψ, where ψ is a quantifier-free term having no occurrences of =, and φ is of the form X, first X, next X or latest X for some variable X.
The variable input may not occur on the left-hand side of any equation in P .
3. Every other variable X appearing in P , when appearing on the left-hand side of an equation, may only do so as part of a definition of X.
X must be defined exactly once, and in one of the following ways:
iteratively, i.e., first X = ψ 3 , next X = ψ 4 .
In the above, the terms ψ 2 and ψ 3 must be syntactically quiescent in P , a property which is defined as follows:
1. first φ, latest φ and φ as soon as ψ are syntactically quiescent in P .
2. If φ 1 , φ 2 , · · · , φ n are syntactically quiescent in P and G is an n-ary operation symbol in Σ, then G(φ 1 , φ 2 , · · · , φ n ) is syntactically quiescent in P .
3. If Y = φ is in P and φ is syntactically quiescent in P , then Y is syntactically quiescent in P .
Semantics
The meanings of programs are specified by Comp(S)-interpretations, where S is the standard structure corresponding to the domain of data.
Solutions. For any Σ-program P and standard Σ-structure S, if C = Comp(S) and α is an element of U C , then a (S, α)-solution of P is a C-interpretation I such that input I = α and |= I P .
Theorem 2. For any Σ-program P and standard Σ-structure S, if C = Comp(S) and α ∈ U C , then there is a (S, α)-solution I of P that is minimal, i.e., for any (S, α)-solution I of P , for allt ∈ N N and all variables V in Σ, (V I )t (V I )t.
Proof (sketch). The first step is to transform P into a set of simple equations. This is done by replacing each pair of equations of the form first X = φ, next X = φ by the single simple equation X = φ followed by φ , and replacing each equation of the form latest X = φ by the simple equation
This transforms the program P into a "program" P of the formX = τ (X), whereX is the vector of all the variables in P other than input.
We now note that the "programs" P and P have the same solutions. That every solution of the original program P is a solution of the transformed program P is clear, and the converse follows from the quiescence restrictions on P , as follows.
Suppose that |= I X = φ fby φ . They by the definition of followed by, |= I first X = first φ and |= I next X = φ . But if X = φ followed by φ in P came from first X = φ and next X = φ in P , then the syntactic quiescence of φ ensures that |= I φ = first φ, so |= I first X = φ. Similarly, |= I X = latest −1 φ implies |= I latest X = first φ, and so by syntactic quiescence |= I latest X = φ. Now we note that the ordering on U C given in the statement of the theorem makes U C into a cpo (complete partial order), and it is easily verified that all the operations in C that are used in the "term" τ are continuous. Moreover, although = C is not equality on U C , by §4.2 the solutions of P are fixpoints of τ .
Therefore, the transformed program P has a unique minimal (S, α)-solution I, and hence so does P . (In factX I = ∞ i=0 |τ i (⊥)| I ; see, e.g., [5] .)
Syntactic enrichment
To facilitate the writing of programs we introduce "nesting" in programs, as a syntactic abbreviation. We say that the expression
is shorthand for the set of terms
where φ i is obtained from φ i by replacing each "global" variable V by latest V . A global variable is one which occurs within the rest of the program enclosing the original begin-end expression. The symbols begin and end are used to delimit inner loops, and the formulation using latest shows that within inner loops global variables become quiescent. Loops can be nested to any depth. Note that for a program using begin-end to be legal, the result of removing the begin-end's must be a legal program according to §5.1.
Axioms
We now describe the formal system of axioms and rules of inference used for proving properties of Lucid programs.
The following abbreviations will be used in the rest of the paper:
∀V A means ¬∃V ¬A.
Note that, in standard structures, ∧ agrees with the three-valued logic of Lukasiewicz, but → does not. In particular, we have |= ⊥ → F , but in standard three-valued logic ⊥ → F would be ⊥. This difference is crucial, and allows, for example, the use of the deduction theorem in standard structures. (However, → is defined in terms of =, and therefore it may not be used in programs.)
Parentheses will be (and have been) dropped from terms by using the following rankings of priorities for operators (from highest to lowest): first, next, latest, hitherto, ¬, ∧, ∨, if-then-else, as soon as, followed by, =, → .
Note the low priority of as soon as, and the even lower priorities of = and →. Thus
Theorem 3. The following are valid in Comp(S) for any standard Σ-structure S, and (Σ ∪ Spec)-terms X, Y and P .
Proof. These results (for variables X, Y and P ) are easily verified in Loop(S) and carry over to Comp(S) by Theorem 1. The variables can then be replaced by (Σ ∪ Spec)-terms.
If we define eventually P to be T as soon as P (with the same priority as as soon as), we have the following corollary.
Corollary 2. With S, X and P as above, the following are valid in Comp(S):
1. eventually P → first X as soon as P = first X, 2. eventually P = eventually P ∧ hitherto ¬P , 3. eventually P = if first P then T else eventually next P .
Proof. These follow from axioms of Theorem 3.
The next theorem justifies "pushing" first and next past quantifiers and non-Lucid operators.
Theorem 4. For any standard Σ-structure S and any Σ-term A in which X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X k are the variables occurring freely:
, along with corresponding equations for next and latest.
2. eventually P → A as soon as P = A(X 1 /X 1 as soon as P, X 2 /X 2 as soon as
Proof. We will consider only Loop(S). The results carry over to Comp(S) by Theorem 1. Let I be a Loop(S)-interpretation and let t be any natural number. Then, ifX denotes
= |A| It(X/(|firstX| I )t) (since A has no other free variables)
Similar reasoning verifies the other results.
Rules of inference
Lucid cannot be a complete formal system because the Lucid functions are powerful enough to characterize unsolvable problems that are not even partially decidable. All we can do is add to Lucid whatever axioms and rules of inference seem natural and useful. In this section we give rules of inference for the logical connectives, and useful rules for the special Lucid functions. The "logical" rules of inference are those of a simple natural deduction system (see, for example [4] ).
Natural deduction rules
Theorem 5. The following rules are valid for standard Σ-structure S, Σ-terms A, B, C, P , Q, finite sets Γ and ∆ of Σ-terms and variable V , provided V does not occur freely in Γ or D, and is free for P and Q in A:
Proof. The validity of the rules can be established by straightforward calculation from the definitions.
There are no rules for ¬ because we do not have the law of the excluded middle: A ∨ ¬A is not valid in general, because A may not be truth-valued. This means that some of the tautologies and derived rules of first-order logic are not valid in standard structures. For example (A → B) → ¬A ∨ B is not valid, and if we were to define A ↔ B to mean (A → B) ∧ (B → A), then we would not have substitutivity of ↔ (note, for example, that ⊥ ↔ F ).
Most of the rules for Theorem 5 hold also for Comp(S):
Theorem 6. All the rules of Theorem 5, except (→I), are valid for C in place of S (where C is Comp(S)), and Σ ∪ Spec in place of Σ.
Proof. Apart from the quantifier rules, and (→I), all rules are of the form φ |= ψ and carry over directly because of the pointwise definition of the connectives. We illustrate this for the (∨E) rule. Consider any C-interpretation I for which |= I A → C, |= I B → C and |= I A ∨ B. Then, for allt ∈ N N , (|A → C| I )t, (|B → C| I )t and (|A ∨ B| I )t are all true. By definition of C, we then have (|A| I )t → S (|C| I )t, (|B| I )t → S (|C| I )t and (|A| I )t ∨ S (|B| I )t are all true. By the (∨E) rule for S (Theorem 1) we then have (|C| I )t = true. This holds for allt ∈ N N , so |= I C. We illustrate the proof for the quantifier rules by considering (∀E) and (∃E).
Rule (∀E). Let I be any C-interpretation for which |∀V A| I = T I . Then for allt ∈ N N true = (|∀V A| I )t = ∀ S (|A| I(V /α) )t : α ∈ U C . Therefore for allt ∈ N N and all α ∈ U C we have (|A| I(V /α)) )t = true. Now |A| I(V /|Q| I ) = |A(V /Q)| I , by Lemma 1, and so, for allt ∈ N N , (|A(V /Q)| I )t = true, that is |= I A(V /Q).
Rule (∃E). Assume Γ |= C A → D and consider any C-interpretation I for which |= I B, for all B ∈ Γ, and |= I ∃V A. Consider anyt ∈ N N . By the definition of ∃ C , there is some α ∈ U C , such that (|A| I(V /α) )t = true. Now I(V /α) is a C-interpretation and |= I(V /α) Γ, since V is not free in Γ. Thus |= I(V /α) A → D, and so (|D| I(V /α) )t = true. Since V is not free in D, we then have (|D| I )t. We chooset arbitrarily, so |= I D.
Lucid rules
One of the most important rules is that a standard Σ-structure S and Comp(S) have the same theory, when restricted to Σ-terms, so any "elementary" property can be used directly in any proof about a program. Other Lucid rules including induction and termination are given by the following theorem.
Theorem 8. For any standard Σ-structure S, if C = Comp(S), then 1. P |= C first P and P |= C next P , 2. first P, P → next P |= C P (Induction),
where in (5) we assume S includes the integers.
Proof. By calculation from the definitions.
Recovering the deduction theorem
We have seen that the (→I) rule is not valid in Comp(S). However, we can recover this rule, at the expense of weakening the (=E) rule, by a form of reasoning which intuitively corresponds to confining oneself to a particular moment during the execution of a program.
Definition of | ≈. If S is a Σ-structure, C = Comp(S) and A is a term and Γ is a set of terms on the alphabet of C, then we define Γ | ≈ C A to mean that for any C-interpretation I, if (|B| I )t = true for every B in Γ, then (|A| I )t = true.
Thus Γ |≈ C A means that, at any time, if all the terms in Γ are true, then A is true. It is immediate that |= C A implies |≈ C A, and that Γ |≈ C A implies Γ |= C A but not vice versa; e.g., P |= C next P but not P | ≈ C → next P . 1. We will illustrate the proof by considering the (=E) rule and the (→I) rule.
(a) Assume Γ |≈ C A → D and Γ |≈ C ∃V A. Lett ∈ N N and let I be a C-interpretation such that (|B| I )t for every B in Γ. Then by the second assumption (|∃V A| I )t = true and so (|A| I(V /α) )t = true for some α in U C by the definition of ∃ C . Since V does not occur in any B in Γ, (|B| I(V /α) )t = (|B| I )t = true for any such B, and so by the first assumption (|D| I )t = true. Therefore Γ | ≈ C D.
(b) Lett ∈ N N and suppose that every C-interpretation which makes A and everything in Γ true att also makes B true att. Suppose now that C-interpretation I makes everything in Γ true att. If I makes A true att, then it must make B true att and so makes A → B true att. On the other hand, if I makes A other than true att, then A → B will be true att regardless of the value I assigns B att. In either case A → B is true att and so Γ | ≈ A → B. by Lemma 1 and (|A| I(V /|P | I ) )t = |A| It(V /(|P | I )t) since A contains no Lucid functions. But (|P = Q| I )t = true implies (|P | I )t = (|Q| I )t. Thus
Therefore (|A(V /Q)| I )t = true.
3. Assume Γ |= S A and let I be a C-interpretation. For anyt ∈ N N , if (|B| I )t is true for all B in Γ, then by Lemma 2, |B| It is true for all B in Γ; i.e., |= It Γ. Hence |= It A, and so (|A| I )t. Conversely, assume Γ | ≈ C A. Therefore, Γ |= C A, and hence Γ |= S A, by Theorem 7.
We call the rule in Theorem 9(2) the (weak = E) rule. To illustrate that (=E) does not work for |≈, note that next P, P = Q |≈ next Q is not valid (informally, if P equals Q at some time when P will be true at the next step, it does not necessarily follow that Q will be true at the next step).
We use | ≈ in the following way. Suppose we wish to prove Γ |= C A → B. We assume Γ and A, and try to prove B using only axioms and Theorem 7 and the natural deduction rules of Theorem 5, but with the (weak =E) rule instead of the (=E) rule. (We may not use Theorem 8.) If we manage to do this we have Γ, A | ≈ C B and we can use (→I) to get Γ | ≈ C A → B. Thus Γ |= C A → B. We see that to use the deduction theorem we must not use any of the Lucid rules in Theorem 8, and use only the weak version of the (=E) rule.
There is another way in which we can regain the deduction theorem. If we are reasoning about a simple loop, and we have made an assumption that is quiescent, then the assumption can be canceled:
Theorem 10. For any Σ-structure S, if C = Comp(S) and A and B are terms and Γ a set of terms on the alphabet of C omitting latest, then
Proof. The theorem holds for Loop(S) in place of Comp(S), because if first A is ever true, it is always true. The result carries over to Comp(S) by Theorem 1.
Proofs within loops
The structuring of programs that is made possible by the use of begin and end also allows "structured proofs". We will show that 1. Within a begin-end loop, all the rules of inference are valid and so is the assumption that X = first X for every global variable X. Anything that follows by introducing latest also follows without latest, in this fashion.
2. Any assertion about the globals of a begin-end loop that does not use Lucid functions can be moved into or out of the loop.
Theorem 11. For any standard Σ-structure S, if C = Comp(S), then for any term A and set of terms Γ in the alphabet of C, and any finite set of variablesX,
1.X = firstX, Γ |= C A iff Γ(X/latestX) |= C A(X/latestX).
If
A is a Σ-term andX is the set of variables occurring freely in A, then Γ |= C A iff Γ |= C A(X/latestX).
Proof.
1. AssumeX = firstX, Γ |= C A, and that, for C-interpretation I, |= I Γ(X/latestX). Letᾱ be |latestX| I and I = I(X/ᾱ). Then |= I X = firstX and |= I Γ; therefore |= I A, and so |= I A(X/latestX).
Conversely, assume that Γ(X/latestX) |= C A(X/latestX) and that for C-interpretation I, |= IX = firstX and |= I Γ. Then |X| I is latest Cᾱ for someᾱ in U C .
2 Let I be I(X/ᾱ). Then |= I Γ(X/latestX), and so |= I (A(X/latestX). Hence |= I A.
2. Let I be a C-interpretation such that |= I Γ. Then since (|latest A| I ) t0t1t2··· = (|A| I ) t1t2··· , (|latest A| I )t = true for allt iff (|A|) I )t = true for allt. Then since |= I latest A = A(X/latestX) by Theorem 4(1), the result follows.
The theorem justifies (1) and (2) In the Introduction, a "nested" proof of this, using Prime, proceeded by the following steps. First we proved, inside the inner loop, that multiple = I × J. Then, still inside the loop, we used this to prove that IdivN = ∃K 2 ≤ K < N ∧ I × K = N . For this we needed that I ≥ 0. This had to be proved in the outer loop, and could then be brought inside the inner loop, for use in the proof, because it is a statement not involving Lucid functions. Finally, the statement IdivN = ∃K 2 ≤ 2 < N ∧ I × K = N could be brought out of the inner loop because it does not use Lucid functions, and its free variables are all globals of the inner loop. But θ |= I ≥ 0, and so by Theorem 11(2) we have θ |= latest I ≥ 0. Therefore, θ, Γ |= latest IdivN = ∃K 2 ≤ K < latest N ∧ latest I × K = latest N.
Again using Theorem 11(2) we get
This same sort of reasoning can be extended for loops nested to arbitrary depth.
